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based and flow- based frameworks (typically Scrum and Kanban, 
respectively); as a result, new Agile marketing prac ti tion ers have a 
broad understanding, from the jump, of what Agile can do.

A growing force of accredited trainers now delivers this certifica-
tion; many Agile teams are poised to enter the Ha stage and experi-
ment inside existing Agile frameworks. Figure 1 illustrates the high 
percentage of Agile marketing teams using a hybrid approach in 2019, 
a sure sign of the Ha stage in action.

Amazing though all of this might be, we live still in a Ha stage; we 
are constrained by the bound aries of existing frameworks. Rimar-
keting aims to impel marketing’s ascent to its own unique version of 
agility.

One way to think of Rimarketing’s place in the Agile pantheon is 
to compare it to newer Agile scaling frameworks, such as SAFe 
(Scaled Agile Framework; scaledagile . com), LeSS (Large Scale 
Scrum; less.works), and Scrum@Scale (scrumatscale . com).  These 
pro cesses are considerably newer than the core Agile frameworks of 
Kanban and Scrum, but  they’ve emerged out of necessity as Agile 
software development has expanded to encompass complex enter-
prise departments rather than a  couple of fast- moving teams of 
developers.

As you’ll soon see, Rimarketing, while rooted in the Agile tradi-
tion, likewise brings something new and unique. It’s the marriage of 
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agility and marketing in a way that simply  hasn’t been available be-
fore. Like scaling frameworks, it’s emerging out of necessity. Market-
ing agility  can’t succeed if it’s a carbon copy of Agile software 
development. We need our own approach.  After years of working side 
by side with my fellow marketers, I believe Rimarketing is our best 
approach for moving forward. It’s absolutely part of the Agile tradi-
tion, but it involves a unique implementation designed to adapt Ag-
ile values to the marketing profession.

Before we launch into exploring the framework itself, we need to 
take a slight detour to talk about the imperiled marketing executive, 
the chief marketing officer (CMO), and where they fit in the Rimar-
keting revolution.

Extending the CMO Lifespan
When a CMO is hired, somewhere an hourglass flips over. Grains of 
sand begin plummeting from the upper half, piling up inexorably in 
the bottom  until time runs out and the CMO is politely asked to leave. 
It’s a grim picture, and it turns out the hourglass  isn’t even very big 
compared to  those mea sur ing out the lifespan of other executives. 
Recent data from the executive placement firm Korn Ferry revealed 
an average tenure of 3 years for CMOs, 2.3 years less than for the 
 C- suite in aggregate (see Figure 2).

While brutal, this high rate of churn  isn’t completely surprising to 
 those of us who have spent much time (more than three years, if the 
data are accurate) in the marketing profession.

 Here’s how it often goes: a CMO gets hired, then spends sixty to 
ninety days listening and learning (and stressing out a  whole depart-
ment’s worth of  people by meeting with them one on one). Then 

FIGURE 2
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Like a Minimum  Viable Product, a Minimum  Viable Persona as-
sumes that you  can’t know every thing up front, no  matter how many 
surveys you distribute or how many customer interviews you con-
duct. Knowledge gaps remain.

Furthermore, you uncover the most actionable and impor tant 
pieces of information about your audience in the earliest parts of your 
research.  Later efforts serve as validation for early insights; they 
rarely reveal anything new. If we map the value we derive on per-
sona creation against the time it takes us to obtain it, we see dimin-
ishing returns.

Chances are that the Pareto Princi ple, also known as the 80/20 
rule, is at play  here. This mathematical princi ple tells us that the re-
lationship between most  things follows an 80/20 split. Eighty 
 percent of the value from our persona efforts, for instance, comes 
from just 20  percent of the work.

So we need to get that revelatory, actionable information quickly. 
We want to accomplish that super valuable 20  percent of the work 
first; then we can decide  whether to pursue the remaining 80  percent. 

FIGURE 3
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You can also supplement your on- the- ground persona work with 
secondary data from the internet. Identify a representative from your 
audience segment about whom you already have insights through your 
existing tools. (Even a  simple Google Analytics review works  here, but 
it’s more effective to pull a rec ord from your CRM and review real ac-
tivity.) What pages do they visit on your site? How do they behave on 
social media? What words do they use when talking about their prob-
lems and solutions? What content do they share and respond to?

Use the answers to some of  these questions to resolve discrepan-
cies that emerge during your Persona Canvas creation. Again,  you’re 
looking for just enough information to get started, so  don’t burn a 
week on this investigation. This is, as discussed, a Minimum  Viable 
Persona, not the final product. What do I mean by  these terms?

■ It’s “Minimum” in that  we’ve collected the smallest amount of 
information pos si ble to enable  future action.

■ It’s “ Viable”  because it’s a functional, stand- alone document— 
but by no means the end of the pro cess.

As we learn more about this customer by communicating with 
them, we expand and update our canvas. Communication  here may 
take place through conversations, email exchanges, or phone calls, 
or it may occur through marketing channels. The level of engagement 

FIGURE 4
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8. Actual Outcome: Was the job done? Was it done well? How 
could it be better?

9. Next Summit: What are you  going to do next?

If that format seems heavy, you can always just ask, “What was 
hard about the last time you [did the  thing  we’re hoping to help you 
do]?” If you listen closely, what you discover may be surprising.

Remember that your customers might not always be external; 
 don’t be afraid to try this same  thing with your internal customers.

Once  you’ve conducted the initial interview, use your notes to 
complete the right side of the Value Proposition Canvas shown in 
Figure 5. You can also download a blank version at Mastering  
MarketingAgility . com.

As illustrated, you want to split your insights into three sections:

1. Gains
2. Pains
3. Jobs to be done

This last insight comes from product development, where feature 
creep can be avoided by aligning the group around a focus on what 
the customer wants the product to do. For instance, we might say that 
as marketers we hire email- marketing software to send emails to the 
right  people at the right time so that we  don’t have to do it manually.

FIGURE 5
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16 Part One

in a particularly dismal state—to get you faster, better marketing. 
That’s the revolution— the early changes that yield a big impact. But 
the ongoing, continuous evolution of the way you plan and design 
campaigns, structure your teams, hire new talent, and respond to 
success and failure is what alters your marketing team’s DNA. This 
kind of change is what creates innovation and extraordinary achieve-
ment, and this kind of change is what Rimarketing delivers over 
time.

Like most of the seven princi ples, continuous improvement applies 
at all levels of an organ ization. Individuals, teams, and leaders must 
commit to climbing the ladder of pro gress. Let’s consider each of 
 these groups in turn.

Individual marketers commit to improving their skills and broad-
ening their capabilities to become cross- functional members of the 
Rimarketing organ ization. Cross- functional (T- shaped) marketers 
have a broad foundational knowledge of marketing, enabling them 
to contribute to a wide variety of work (see Figure 6).

 We’ll discuss more ways to develop or hire such  people; at the mo-
ment, simply note that all marketers must know what their crossbar 
(the top of the T) looks like now, and what it must look like for them 
to be most effective. They must have a plan for shoring up weak spots 

FIGURE 6
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and increasing their subject- matter expertise.  People who chafe 
against self- improvement may find this challenging; it’s up to the 
team to decide  whether to accept any member who  can’t (or  won’t) 
formally embrace the princi ple of continuous improvement.

Speaking of teams: in a good Rimarketing implementation,  these 
per sis tent groups strive to achieve high- performing status, working 
through the issues that arise in the early days of the team’s forma-
tion rather than sweeping them  under a rug (see Figure 7).

 You’ve prob ably encountered  these four phases before; they  were 
originally outlined by educational psychologist Bruce Tuckman 
back in 1965 in his article “Developmental Sequence in Small 
Groups.” The idea is that  every team must move through  these 
phases to reach the performing pinnacle. High- performing teams 
deliver extraordinary results again and again, if  they’re allowed the 
space to improve their pro cess and grow as a unit. Rimarketing 
builds that space into the way work is done, giving each team a shot 
at reaching the high- performance peak. As with individual im-
provement, however, achieving  those heights demands diligence 
and effort.

Fi nally, we come to leadership’s role in ongoing improvement. In 
Rimarketing, leaders of all kinds look for ways to become more ef-
fective stewards of agility, growing more self- aware and guiding 
individuals and teams on their own journeys. Being a marketing 
leader in a traditional environment pre sents challenges, as evidenced 

FIGURE 7
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20 Part One

Each small plan that a team creates uses  these big objectives as 
its guide; changing the objectives is like changing the rules in the 
 middle of a game.

Think of yearly objectives as the destination of a department- wide 
road trip. The teams are told, “ We’re starting in San Francisco, and by 
the end of this year we want to have reached New York City. Along the 
way we want to see Salt Lake City, Denver, and Boston.” The teams 
come up with a general plan for meeting  those targets.  They’ll prob-
ably plan to hit one city per quarter. As the trip begins, they respond to 
incoming data about road conditions, weather, and wrecks. Each leg of 
the journey includes small adaptations based on what’s  really happen-
ing. Teams  can’t plan  things perfectly; they  can’t say, “Drive west in a 
straight line at fifty- seven miles per hour for exactly 157 minutes, and 
then change lanes to avoid a slow- moving truck.”  Drivers constantly 
adjust their be hav ior in response to what’s  going on around them. 
Adaptability at the micro level is vital for a successful trip.

If, however,  they’re halfway to a destination and leadership tells 
them, “Just kidding! We want to go to Denver via Santa Fe,” they  can’t 
merely adapt their daily plans; they also have to recalibrate their 
midlevel plan, all while still moving forward  toward their goals. This 

FIGURE 8
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tices,” but for now take heed: if you have  people in your marketing 
department who  can’t say no, address that antipattern ASAP.

Dealing with Antipatterns
When you encounter an antipattern,  don’t despair. Change often 
comes with a dip in output and productivity as individuals and teams 
internalize the shift. The Swiss psychiatrist Elisabeth Kübler- Ross 
developed a model for predicting this pattern (see Figure 10).

As the figure shows, we  don’t immediately enjoy massive gains 
from any kind of change.  There’s inevitably a period of adjustment. 
 People first enter denial, hoping that the change can somehow be 
avoided. You may even see an uptick in productivity as  people strive 
to avoid the difficult pro cess of change by working harder. Then, when 
the change happens anyway, a period of frustration and depression 
occurs. To move past this phase we begin to experiment, to try new 
ways of integrating the change into established pro cesses. Once we 
do that, it’s pos si ble to embrace the change as positive and enjoy the 
benefits of  doing  things more effectively.

 Every team  will go through this pro cess in response to change, as 
 will  every member of the team. Some  people race through it quickly 

FIGURE 9
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FIGURE 10
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42 Part Two

Individuals and teams are quite power ful in their own right; you 
 won’t find any glorification of higher- ups as the repository of sacred 
strategy. Instead, imagine a Rimarketing organ ization as a garden. 
Its ability to bear fruit depends on all its components working in 
harmony.

The Unstoppable Force of  
High- Performing Teams
Many teams I’ve coached have bemoaned the presence of low per-
formers and their detrimental effect on agility.  Whether  they’re per-
ceived as unskilled, uninterested, or just plain lazy,  these  people can 
seriously drag down a team. The obvious solution would seem to be 
hiring a  whole bunch of smart, experienced, motivated  people and 
putting them together. Sadly, efforts at  doing just that have repeat-
edly failed in all kinds of organ izations. A long list of companies have 
burned through cash bringing on stars, only to find their fancy new 
hires shunned by colleagues who resent their preferential treatment. 

TABLE 1

Groups and Their Responsibilities

Group Role

Execution team  Owners of the “how.” Turn strategic priorities into real ity. 
Focused on  doing amazing work as a high- performing 
unit.

Strategy group  Owners of the “what” for one or more execution teams. 
Set clear direction for execution teams to follow. 
Provide direction when needed but does not dictate 
execution.

Leadership team Found primarily in larger organ izations. Set long- term 
strategy at a departmental level. Interface with other 
departments and strategy groups.

Pack A collection of execution teams and strategy groups 
that share a meaningful reason to collaborate. Only 
found in enterprise marketing organ izations.
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have certain characteristics that contribute to  great success. The first 
of  these is cross- functionality, or the ability to work on a wide vari-
ety of tasks. For individuals, this means a broad foundational skill 
set supplemented by a few core specialties. We can visualize this as 
a T- shaped marketer, a concept illustrated  earlier, in Figure 6 (see 
page 16):

This  simple idea can be quite disruptive to marketing specialists 
accustomed to focusing on their niche, but it’s a shift worth making. 
By deliberately broadening the type of work that  people can contrib-
ute to, we can exponentially increase the velocity of their team. If 
I’ve previously been focused exclusively on copywriting, I can con-
tribute only a small sliver of the work my team’s responsible for. The 
vertical bar of my T goes deep, but the horizontal bar is short. Through 
pairing (the practice of actually sitting with someone who has the 
skill  you’re trying to develop) and training, I may eventually be able 
to assist with other work, such as scheduling social media, design-
ing email campaigns, or helping with the designs that accompany my 
copy.

FIGURE 11
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of them is most capable of executing the work, as illustrated in 
Figure 12.

If, in the image above, one team has about 80  percent of the skills 
needed to get a new proj ect done, the proj ect  will go into their queue 
and  they’ll be responsible for completing it. They might still need to 
collaborate with another team or tap an agency or freelancer to 
supplement their skill set, but the proj ect  will live with them. Their 
queue then consists of multiple kinds of work, all of which are fo-
cused on the audience, stage of the journey, or other customer- centric 
objectives they own.

Flowing work this way creates stable, per sis tent, high- performing 
teams that can collaborate and innovate in amazing ways. It also 
 frees  people from the overwork and overwhelm of si mul ta neously sit-
ting on multiple proj ect “teams.”

This  isn’t simply an altruistic move to make  people’s lives easier 
or to create greater employee engagement (although both of  those are 
laudable goals and expected outcomes). Project- based teams are 
one of the chief  causes of excessive context switching in modern 
marketing arrangements. Although particularly prevalent in mar-
keting, context switching is a serious prob lem in knowledge work in 
general. Context switching is the real name for what we often call mul-
titasking. It happens when our brains have to move from one area of 
focus to another.

FIGURE 12
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56 Part Two

For this partnership to work effectively, strategy groups need to 
be comfortable letting go of the how. If representatives from the strat-
egy group  don’t trust the execution team to get their stuff done right 
and on time,  they’ll micromanage the team’s members.  They’ll also 
slow every thing way down by insisting on regular reviews or status 
updates.

Remember, Rimarketing leaders are gardeners, not plants. They 
work to ensure that the garden is in the optimal state to produce 
amazing  things. They  don’t stand over the plants asking to review 
each bud before it flowers or overanalyzing the symmetry of  every 
leaf. The plants  don’t have to worry about where to get fertilizer or 
 water, or if  they’re growing in the right direction,  because the gar-
dener sorts all that out. Each half of the partnership has a distinct, 
but equally valuable, role to play.

With that said, the execution team can, and often should, be incor-
porated into “what”- level conversations sooner rather than  later. Part 
Three  will discuss the pro cess that governs team interactions, and 

FIGURE 13
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FIGURE 14
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teams as questions arise, and to embody the Rimarketing value of 
adaptability. If, for instance, new competitive data comes to light dur-
ing the  middle of a quarter, an active strategy group  will be able to 
internalize and respond to it in real time, rather than waiting for the 
next quarterly planning session.

The composition of the strategy group can be tricky for organ-
izations trying to move from a traditional structure to Rimarketing. 
One team I coached through a transformation strug gled deeply with 
the orga nizational chart I initially provided,  because  there  were vice 
presidents, directors, and se nior man ag ers sitting together on the 
strategy group. The VPs also sat on the leadership team, and the CMO 
was concerned that  there was insufficient distinction between the 
strategy group’s members and the function he wanted the group to 
serve (ensuring that diff er ent execution teams  were  doing the right 
work at the right time) and the leadership team’s mandate (to set and 
socialize overarching marketing strategy).

We talked through his hesitation, he moved a handful of  people 
around, and eventually we settled on a slightly altered arrangement. 
The purpose of the two groups  hadn’t changed, but by aligning their 
composition more closely with his existing title structure and org 
chart, he created a step that felt more in line with the way he wanted 
his se nior leaders to be involved with the rest of the marketing func-
tion. It was clearly more impor tant to create a step that was power-
ful without being disruptive, rather than insisting on strict adherence 
to the design I originally proposed. This,  after all, is the essence of 
the Ri phase.
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Teams of Teams, or Forming Packs
When several execution teams come together around a central strat-
egy group, Rimarketing refers to the configuration as a pack. A 
medium- sized marketing organ ization may consist of a single pack; 
a massive group, like the two- thousand- person organ ization I’m cur-
rently working with,  will comprise dozens of packs serving many 
distinct regions, products, business units, or personas.

Like an execution team, a pack needs an overarching reason to 
exist. It should be clear who’s in the pack and who  isn’t. Each pack 
requires at least one strategy group— maybe more—to guide the 
strategic direction of the execution teams that make it up (see Fig-
ure 15). Ideally each pack  will also have a handful of core KPIs to use 
in evaluating its per for mance as a unit.

Packs are similar to the tribes outlined in the Spotify model; the 
primary distinction is their governance. In Rimarketing, a strategy 
group helps guide the direction of multiple execution teams to steer 
the pack in the right direction. The original Spotify model lacks this 
governing body.

Leadership Teams
Not  every Rimarketing department  will make use of a leadership 
team, but if you have more than forty total employees you’ll need one. 
The leadership team sets strategy across the entire marketing func-

FIGURE 15
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90 Part Three

be documented and shared, along with any trends or standout items 
collected as part of the feedback pro cess.

A note to marketing leaders: make yourselves available for this and 
other key Rimarketing sessions. Do not postpone  these meetings 
 because some  people  can’t or  won’t adjust their calendars to attend. 
Rimarketing meetings happen when they need to happen, and com-
mitted Agile leaders need to learn to make time to be  there.

What About Recurring Work?
Recurring tasks take up a shocking amount of a marketers’ profes-
sional life, often to the detriment of larger strategic work that would 
make a much bigger impact. BRP is designed to manage larger, mul-
tiperson proj ects that span several weeks or months; the daily activi-
ties that keep marketing afloat  don’t come into play. But when 50 to 
90  percent of a team’s time goes to business- as- usual (BAU) work, 
they  can’t afford to ignore it during planning. If they do,  they’ll over-
commit and put all their proj ects at risk.

So how do we  factor in BAU work? We know it takes up a lot of 
time, but most  people can rarely provide an accurate percentage. 
 There are two ways to  handle this information gap. The first, and 
best, is to have each marketer keep a time log for a week or two.  Don’t 
worry— they  don’t have to get super granular and go down to the min-
ute. All  we’re looking for is a rough estimate of how much time is 
 really available for the larger proj ects that  will form the topics at BRP. 
If one individual contributes to diff er ent types of BAU work (content 
creation and social media maintenance, for instance), they should log 

 TABLE 2

Time- Tracking  Table

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Totals

2 hours 
content

0 hours 
content

3 hours 
content

1 hour 
content

2 hours 
content

8 hours

.5 hours 
social 
media

2 hours 
social 
media

.5 hours 
social media

1.5 hours 
social 
media

.5 hours 
social 
media

5 hours
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Strategic Execution  after Quarterly Planning
Some of the most angst- filled questions that arise during any kind 
of Agile transformation come from  middle management. Accustomed 
to reviewing most of the work their subordinates do and attending 
meeting  after meeting, they find themselves adrift in the team- 
empowered Agile environment, which is mostly  free of status meet-
ings. However, team leads (often former  middle man ag ers) and other 
members of the strategy group have no shortage of work to do  after 
BRP. The work  will, in many cases, be substantially diff er ent from 
their previous day- to- day tasks, but it’s also more rewarding and im-
pactful. See  Table 3 for a summary of how the team lead’s responsi-
bilities differ from  those of a traditional marketing man ag er.

The first essential task of the strategy group is to transform the 
planning document created by their execution team into one or more 

 TABLE 3

From  Middle Man ag er to Team Lead

Traditional Marketing Man ag er Rimarketing Team Lead

Tells direct reports what to do, when 
to do it, and  whether  they’re  doing it 
right.

 Doesn’t dictate daily activities. 
Trusts the team to get  things done.

Understands marketing priorities, but 
may not actively communicate them 
to the team.

Shows the team what’s impor tant 
by prioritizing their to-do list 
(queue).

Ensures that all their employees are 
always productive and busy. Sees 
downtime as a prob lem to be solved 
with more work.

Allows the team to self- organize 
and get work done as they see fit. 
Embraces slack and downtime as 
positive outcomes of a high- 
functioning system.

Evaluated on  whether they “hit their 
numbers” (e.g., generating leads). 
Focused specifically on having 
 people do  things that deliver  those 
results.

Evaluated on the team  doing the 
right work at the right time. 
Focused on team activities that 
deliver value to the target 
customer or audience.

Typically the bottleneck for  things 
getting released  because they need 
oversight of all work done by the team.

Actively works to push decision- 
making capabilities down into the 
team so they  aren’t delaying work.
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94 Part Three

queues. Analogous to a typical Agile backlog, the queue provides di-
rection for the execution team as they begin their day- to- day work. 
 We’ll cover queue functionality and best practices in Part Four; for 
now it’s enough to note that the strategy group needs to take the high- 
level, quarterly vision for the teams they work with and translate it 
into an actionable, prioritized list of projects (see Figure 16).

Once work begins, the strategy group  will connect with represen-
tatives from the execution team to ensure that the team’s work 
continues to align with its KPIs. In a highly interconnected pack where 
the execution teams must work closely to deliver a final marketing 
product, this job can take quite a lot of time. The strategy group  will 
also attend smaller planning meetings and reviews with individual 
execution teams to ask clarifying questions about priorities, see the 
preliminary results of proj ects and campaigns, and adjust short- term 
goals based on initial feedback. As  we’ll see shortly, the execution 
team determines how often  they’d like this kind of input from the 
strategy group. But, particularly for strategy groups who serve mul-
tiple teams,  there  will be plenty of touch point requests to fill their 
days.

In addition to connecting directly with the execution teams they 
serve, strategy groups  will also act as liaison between individual 
teams and marketing leadership in the form of the leadership team. 
Any large- scale prob lems plaguing multiple execution teams, any 
major directional data coming in, or any new customer insights an 

FIGURE 16
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day in a fifteen- minute standup (more on this  later), and they meet 
with the strategy group on a schedule of their choosing. Some exe-
cution teams  will want to check in with leadership often, particu-
larly if  they’re a younger team or are tackling new kinds of work. 
 Others  don’t need much oversight and may only touch base with the 
strategy group  every month.

Execution teams that work closely with one another,  either within 
a formal pack or as informal collaborative groups, may choose to 
meet deliberately on a regular basis. Planning meetings are often an 
obvious time for execution teams to intersect, particularly if depen-
dencies are likely to arise in the near  future. Execution teams may 
also attend one another’s demo meetings (more on  these in the next 
part of the book) to learn what’s been completed recently.

Teams may also find that ad hoc sessions take place among indi-
vidual contributors and eliminate the need for additional scheduled 
meetings. As we learned in Part Two, creating an environment that 
fosters collaboration can be an effective balm to the meeting burn-
out that most marketers suffer from.  Whether or not a group of ex-
ecution teams has a recurring meeting, a large collection of execution 
teams that form an official pack (meaning they share a meaning-
ful reason to work together) should get together on a monthly basis 
to conduct a group planning session (see Figure 17). This ensures 

FIGURE 17
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PRACTICES: Daily Activities for Achieving Lasting Agility 101

Let’s start by establishing the cornerstone of the Execution Team’s 
How Cycle: choosing between flow and iteration (see Figure 19).

Rimarketing execution teams have the flexibility to decide on the 
precise mechanism they want to use to manage their work, choosing 
from  these two options. When a team is in flow  they’re working and 
delivering continuously without reference to any par tic u lar timebox. 
This is the default operating mode for a Rimarketing execution team. 
But at times they  will need to create focus on a subset of the work in 
their queue. In  these moments they begin a series of iterations, which 
 will last  until the identified subset of work is done. An execution team 
may choose to conduct a single iteration before returning to flow, or 
they may need several consecutive iterations.

FIGURE 18

Execution Team Cycle
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Flow + Iteration
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102 Part Four

Before Beginning Flow:  
Visualizing Work
Before a team can begin managing work within  either the flow or it-
eration state, it must first visualize the way that work gets done. 
Creating visibility aligns with the Rimarketing princi ple of radical 
transparency, and it also allows the team to gain insight into what 
 really happens as they attempt to complete vari ous pieces of work.

Making the pro gress of work more vis i ble  doesn’t have to be enor-
mously complicated; kanban boards  will be our tool of choice 
 because  they’re  simple to create and yet convey huge amounts of in-
formation (see Figure 20). Tools like Trello have made this kind of 
visualization very common, so chances are  you’ve seen something 
like it at one time or another.

While they are  simple in theory, kanban boards are also easy to 
get wrong if you  don’t understand the guiding princi ples  behind their 
configuration. First, a good board is an information radiator, which 
means it provides a lot of insight in a small space without making 
the observer do a lot of  mental work to understand it.

Next, the board is very much a team artifact. Team members are 
the ones who decide how it should be set up. But it  will also help 

FIGURE 20

Kanban Board
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104 Part Four

greater detail on certain aspects of work without requiring a new 
board. Figure 21 contains an example.

Swimlanes may represent diff er ent proj ects, strategic initiatives, 
kinds of work, or even  people. Their labels depend on what additional 
information the team or its stakeholders need to glean from the kan-
ban board.

 Every execution team needs to visualize its work, but not all kan-
ban boards  will look the same. As with all aspects of a Rimarketing 
system,  we’re committed to continuous improvement. Your first 
board design  isn’t likely to be the best version, so be prepared to it-
erate on it over time.

One final note: in the spirit of entrepreneurial be hav ior, each team 
member is responsible for updating the board with their current 
activities. If I start a new work item, I’m the one who moves it out of 
the queue. If my item gets blocked, I’m the one who adds a marker to 
indicate that status. The team lead  doesn’t own the board; it belongs 
to the team, and they should care for it and its contents.

Tools for Visualizing Work
 Because an initial board layout  isn’t  going to be perfect, I recommend 
using a physical kanban board for your first few tries if at all pos si ble. 

FIGURE 21
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workflow in a much more focused way,  because we can dial the lim-
its up or down based on the phase of work. So if our board without 
any WIP limits looks like Figure 22 much of the time, it becomes 
clear that we need diff er ent WIP limits for diff er ent phases.

The phases with less overwhelming volume can get a lower initial 
limit, maybe just two, while the ones that are always overloaded  will 
need to be higher, maybe five for Copy and three for Design (see 
Figure 23).

Fi nally, we can go even further with this column- based WIP limit 
if  we’re using swimlanes in our workflow visualization. When we add 
 these horizontal dividers, we create cells on the board, each of which 
can get its own WIP limit. Taking our previous example, we might 
add horizontal lanes for three separate initiatives. This means we can 
establish distinct WIP limits for each phase and each initiative, as 
illustrated in Figure 24.  Doing so helps ensure that the team focuses 
the right amount of work on each subset of activity.

Initiative 1 might be the most valuable and might deserve most 
of the team’s time, but they  can’t neglect the other two. In this case 
 they’d establish a higher WIP for all the cells in the Initiative 1 lane. 
They get the benefits of achieving more in less time through the WIP 
approach, but they also create additional focus on completing the 
most impactful work. And if a new threat or opportunity arises 

FIGURE 22
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FIGURE 23
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FIGURE 24
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around one of the other initiatives, they can always adjust the vari-
ous limits temporarily or permanently to reallocate their work.

Two final notes on WIP limits and best practices: your WIP limits 
should be painful, and you prob ably  won’t get them right the first 
time.

First, to achieve their goal of helping you stop starting and start 
finishing, WIP limits need to be set as low as pos si ble while still 
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 will ensure that something valuable always sits in that buffer column, 
waiting for the publishing folks.

Another practice that can be useful for teams who often find them-
selves waiting on other groups is including a “Pen” (short for holding 
pen) column on the workflow board. As discussed, WIP limits keep 
work flowing across the board, but if an item is out for review with 
another team, we  don’t want it occupying our WIP limit and slowing 
down our flow. We  can’t actively work on it, but if it hangs out in an 
active column, we are unable to start new assignments once  we’ve 
hit our WIP limit. And we absolutely  don’t want to artificially inflate 
our WIP limit to accommodate this out- of- team work,  because that 
 will slow the entire system by increasing the number of items in pro-
gress. To remedy this situation, whenever a task leaves the execu-
tion team’s control, we place it in the pen (see Figure 26).

The  great  thing about the pen is that the team can still see the task; 
it  doesn’t dis appear from the board entirely. This delivers on the Ri-
marketing princi ple of radical transparency by showing us how 
much work  we’re waiting on  others to complete. It also keeps the team 
informed about the volume of work that may come back to them. 
They  won’t be shocked when outside groups return tasks that need 
to be reincorporated into their workflow.

And speaking of returning to the workflow, we need one more col-
umn to make the pen work as well as it can. I call this the “Ready” 

FIGURE 25
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column, but you can label it however you like. Its purpose is to show 
the team which items have left the pen and are ready to be worked 
on again. We  can’t just reinsert  those tasks into an active column, 
 because that could potentially violate the WIP limits. It also pushes 
work onto the team rather than allowing them to choose when they 
start on it, a surefire  recipe for context switching.

Instead, items move from the pen to “Ready,” showing that addi-
tional work is available to be taken back into the system. The team 
should have a policy for how to deal with  these returning tasks. Usu-
ally that looks something like an agreement to check the Ready col-
umn whenever  there’s capacity, and to move work from  there into an 
active column rather than take on something new from the queue.

It may be beneficial to track the amount of time a work item spends 
in the pen. This data point  will help the team know which groups 
tend to take the longest to review work so they can plan accordingly.

Shared Practices: Queues
What ever the board structure and WIP limits a team puts in place, 
they need a queue to fill it. In both flow and iteration states, the queue 

FIGURE 26
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118 Part Four

known as horizontal slicing, and it  doesn’t accomplish tasks much 
faster than traditional waterfall proj ect management. Instead, we 
want to get accustomed to slicing proj ects vertically, as illustrated in 
Figure 27.

Using this approach, we identify the minimum  viable campaign 
or minimum  viable proj ect—in other words, the smallest number of 
 things we could do and still meet the objectives for the work. We grab 
the highest- priority or highest- value tasks from each column and fo-
cus only on that  until it’s done. When finalized and delivered to-
gether,  these items form a single useful increment that can be 
finished far sooner than if we completed all the work from one stage, 
then all the work from the next stage, and so on.

Estimating Effort (Not Hours) for Your Work
Once  we’ve identified the subset of work that  will form a minimum 
 viable campaign, we need to go about the business of fulfilling it. But 
the obvious next question is how much can we truly accomplish in a 
set amount of time? To figure this out we estimate the amount of ef-
fort required to complete each item, then track how much work the 
team can tackle in a set amount of time. Once we have this body of 

FIGURE 27
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standup meeting), but some teams may decide that’s too often. Each 
circle in between gets labeled with a time period between the short-
est and longest increments.

Next, it’s time to decide which groups go where on the concentric 
circles. Each group has its own symbol for easy visibility; you could 
also use diff er ent colored sticky notes. In the completed version 
above, the team has chosen to connect with sales only once per quar-
ter, but  they’d like to touch base with someone from product man-
agement, the business units, and their agencies everyday.

For teams with relatively low levels of external interaction require-
ments, the canvas can act simply as a reminder of how often they 
need to be talking with diff er ent groups. However, for teams who 
spend a large amount of time managing stakeholder relationships, 
the canvas may serve as a visualization tool to reveal  these high co-
ordination costs. When a leader from another team swoops in and 

FIGURE 28
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What ever system a team lead uses, the impor tant  thing is for in-
dividual contributors to provide their unique insight when it’s re-
quired without being over burdened with unnecessary meetings.

 Table 4 summarizes the Rimarketing activities typical of the flow 
state.

Specialists versus Cross- Functional  People
As you can imagine, flow can be easily interrupted when the execu-
tion team is made up of specialists. When only one person can per-
form a par tic u lar function, the pro cess gets disrupted when that 
person is out of the office, too busy to help, or other wise unavailable. 
 Things proceed more smoothly with cross- functional team members 
(the T- shaped  people we met in Part Two).

 TABLE 4

Rimarketing Activities Handled in Flow

Rimarketing Practice How It’s Handled in Flow

Queue refinement Team lead keeps the queue up to date at all times, 
via  either continuous (JIT) refinement or 
scheduled recurring sessions.

Daily standup Execution team meets  every day for fifteen 
minutes to discuss pro gress.

SME allocation General allocation determined at big- room 
planning. Dynamic adjustments made throughout 
the quarter at scaled daily standups.

Stakeholder feedback Execution teams request feedback as needed. 
Recurring sessions are mapped on the 
stakeholder interaction canvas. Ad hoc sessions 
may take place but should happen as rarely as 
pos si ble.

Interaction with 
strategy group

Each execution team sets its own cadence for 
connecting with the strategy group. Team leads 
meet with one another and the strategy group in 
the scaled daily standup.

Task distribution and 
planning

May occur on a JIT basis or on a regular schedule, 
depending on the execution team’s preference.
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team commits to it. The purpose of entering iteration is to create the 
conditions for effective, focused delivery, which means the iteration 
queue should be locked down. The team lead can accept new requests 
in the main queue, but only unavoidable emergencies should disturb 
the execution team in iteration.

 Table 5 summarizes how a team’s activities are handled during it-
eration. Take a moment to compare it with  Table 4, “Rimarketing 
Activities Handled in Flow.”

If the execution team  will be moving through two or more con-
secutive iterations, it can be helpful to pause between them for a ret-
rospective meeting. Like the retros that take place during flow, this 
session lets them discuss the outcomes from  earlier iterations, mak-
ing adjustments as needed to improve their per for mance  going 
forward.

 TABLE 5

Rimarketing Activities Handled in Iteration

Rimarketing Practice How It’s Handled in Iteration

Queue refinement The execution team creates an iteration queue, 
which is set and no longer refined. The team lead 
may continue to refine the larger team queue 
while the iteration proceeds.

Daily standup Same as in flow. Execution team meets  every day 
for fifteen minutes to discuss pro gress.

SME allocation General allocation timing determined at big- room 
planning. SMEs may join an execution team for 
one or more iterations, depending on the work 
being done. Ideally an SME fully commits to a team 
that’s entered an iteration phase.

Stakeholder feedback Collected at the end of each iteration through 
iteration review, as well as at the conclusion of the 
iteration phase.

Interaction with 
strategy group

Ideally confined to iteration review. The execution 
team may request ad hoc input as needed.

Task distribution and 
planning

Occurs during iteration planning.
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I like mea sur ing cycle time  because it smooths out some of the 
variability that comes with marketing work. Certain small items, like 
writing a weekly blog post, never take long.  Others, like drafting a 
new content strategy, take far longer. Cycle time lets us embrace  these 
diff er ent scales without getting caught up in making  every item in 
the queue the exact same size.  After tracking cycle time for several 
weeks, we can reach a meaningful average that allows us to predict 
delivery time before we start tasks.

Mea sur ing cycle time helps control for the variations in work, but 
you can also track the cycle times of diff er ent types of work if that 
data point is useful for your execution teams or strategy group. You 
might track content- creation tasks in one  table and strategic- planning 
work in another. Then you can compare diff er ent types of assign-
ments with more specificity. You could mea sure an infinite number 
of  things; instead, decide which ones  will deliver the insight you need 
and track only  those. If knowing the diff er ent cycle times for diff er-
ent kinds of work might be useful, then by all means mea sure each 
one. If you  can’t imagine what you’d do with that data, or if the team 
 doesn’t work on a wide variety of tasks, focus on overall cycle time.

The second process- level metric is throughput, or the number of 
items an execution team completes in a set period of time (usually a 
week). Like cycle time, throughput is agnostic about the type of work. 
It  doesn’t care if the team finished five blog posts and two emails, or 
three social media campaigns, three landing pages, and one ebook. 
In both cases the throughput is seven.

This data point is particularly power ful when predicting  future de-
livery for tasks that are positioned lower in the execution team’s 
queue. If a team finishes about eight work items per week, and a 

 TABLE 6

Cycle Time Mea sure ment

Date Started Date Finished Cycle Time

Monday morning Wednesday after noon 3 days

Monday morning Monday after noon 1 day

Monday morning Next Friday morning 10 days
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FIGURE 29

Rimarketing Pi lot and Rollout Phases
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